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Abstract: Soundness of store network is one of the real worries to make the organization pushing ahead and to accomplish the vivacious conduct that depicts changes of stock into requests after some time. The bullwhip impact uncovers the amplification of stock and requests contrasted with buyer request. The system of control has impacts on the security and bullwhip impact in supply chain framework. Overseeing Supply Chain is extremely perplexing as it is an arrangement of associations which includes numerous substances, for example, providers, fabricates, merchants, and retailers, incorporating their exercises of moving products and including an incentive from the crude material stage to the last conveyance organize. Each chain has its own exceptional arrangement of market requests and working difficulties. Retailing is one such administration space of Supply Chain helpless against bullwhip impacts. Request instability is one of the main drivers of Bullwhip impacts. At last an idea on new headings in bullwhip research is exhibited in this paper
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I. INTRODUCTION

The bullwhip impact is a lively marvel in supply chains. It alludes to the inclination of the changeability of orders rates to increment as they go through the strata of a store network towards makers and crude material providers. The bullwhip impact uncovers that there is a mellow tremor in the SCM. It might be a bungle between request also, request and in this manner stock moves toward becoming wild. In the event that moves are not made, it prompts a greater issue over the inventory network. There are different measures of the bullwhip impact proposed in the writing. The most well-known measure is the proportion of the fluctuation of the request rate to the change of the request rate, see condition. The measure centers and works best for stable, stochastic, disengaged time request forms. However there are different measures. Standard deviations could be utilized. To be sure, it is more normal when the financial aspects of the bullwhip are considered. Another measure is proportions of the co-efficient of variety of request what's more, request rates. This is a valuable measure when there are various items experiencing different courses to advertise what's more, some examination is required crosswise over various items, organizations or courses to advertise. Bullwhip makes lopsided generation plans. These unsteady preparations timetables are the reason for a scope of unnecessary expenses in supply chains. Organizations need to put resources into additional ability to meet the high variable request. This limit is then under-used when request drops. Unit work costs ascend in times of low request, after some time, organization and subcontract costs ascend in times of appeal. The exceptionally

II. RELATED WORK

In production network administration, enhancing the proficiency of the general supply of items is of key intrigue. On account of showcase globalization and the headway of online business the significance of production network system is expanding. It is extremely troublesome for various organizations in supply chains to share data. A store network can create items for various markets. Additionally, an individual organization is probably going to have just restricted perceivability of the production network structure, which makes it hard to make future request estimations, on the grounds that the example of interest engendering through the production network relies on upon the abilities and procedures
of organizations along the way from the business sectors to the organization [4]. S. Yung et al. [13] states that exploration in coordination of supply chains can be arranged into the taking after four ranges:

1. Modeling of Supply Chains – the processes and functionality of supply chains must be organized and coordinated efficiently to achieve better performance. A constraint network model have been suggested and applied.

2. Modeling of Information Flows – which provides the communication among facilities within the supply chains, where real-time data are critical in supporting decision making. It enables quick response and accurate data transmission. Internet and intranet provide a channel to support communication for both the facilities within and outside the supply chains.

3. Human Computer Interface (HCI) – the amount of information generated from a supply chain is very strong. It is important to have a good interface for users to input and retrieve data or information. Recently, many researchers have focused on software agents to model the behavior of the users and use the captured behavior to support design of better graphical user interface (GUI).

4. Optimization Method – optimization is an important research area to search for better resources allocation in supply chain management. Some mathematical models including transportation model, allocation model, simples methods and other optimization techniques have been applied to increase the performance of supply chains.

But such research can be computational intensive if the number of facilities is large. S. Srinivasan et al. [1] proposed a multi-agent architecture for integrated dynamic scheduling of the steel pipe industry, each agent performs a specific function of the organization and share the information with other agents. X. Xu and J.Lin [5] suggested an advancing mechanism that integrates High Level Architecture with multi-agent distributed simulation to meet time management in supply chain simulation. V. Misra et al. [8] survey the Supply Chain Management Systems and states that, six characteristics define current supply chain management philosophy: 1) Shared Information, 2) Organizational Relationships, 3) Inventory Management, 4) Total Pipeline Coordination, 5) Readiness to adopt Flexibility and 6) Costing Issues. They regarded Agent Based SCM is the vision and states that: Agents can help transform closed trading partner networks into open markets and extend such applications as production, distribution, and inventory management functions across entire supply chains spanning diverse organizations. M. Paolucci et al. [12] proposes a multi-agent based system for small and medium-size manufacturing organizations to dynamically achieve cost-effective aggregate sales and operations plans in supply chain contexts. M. Uppin and S. Hebbal [19] outline in their survey that information sharing is most important requirement of efficient supply chain and multiagent modeling is most suitable for designing of supply chains. V. Kumar and S. Srinivasan [20] review SCM systems and their functionalities. M. Abdoli and B. Al-Salim [21] provide a conceptual framework for implementing a sales agent at Internet-based stores (estores). As the effectiveness of centralized command and control in SCM starts to be questioned, there is a critical need to organize supply chain systems in a decentralized and outsourced manner. Agent-based models can easily be distributed across a network due to their modular nature and therefore, the distribution of decision-making and execution capabilities to achieve system decentralization is possible.

III. SOLVING THE BULLWHIP PROBLEM USING AGENT TECHNOLOGY

The greatest choice one needs to make is whether to concentrate the bullwhip issue in discrera or persistent time. In discrete time, framework states (request rates, stock what's more, WIP levels) and recharging requests are made at the similarly separated snapshots of time. In the middle of these snapshots of time, nothing is thought about what is happening in the framework. In nonstop time the frameworks states are observed at all snapshots of time and the request rate is ceaselessly balanced. Operator innovation can deal with the Multiple Input, Multiple Output (MIMO) frameworks and handle to tame and control the bullwhip impact to make great estimates. Operator can register the incentive as indicated by definition of mean forecasts that minimize mean squared error (MMSE) between the figure of interest over the lead-time.

IV. INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY FOR SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT USING MAS

Data is the way to the achievement of a supply chain since it empowers administration to decide over a wide extension that crosses both capacities and organizations. The utilization of the operator/multi-specialist framework (MAS) worldview has expanded forcefully as a vital field of look inside the Artificial Intelligence range. An Agent is characterized by its adaptability, which suggests that a specialist is:

- **Reactive**: agents perceive the context in which they operate and react to it appropriately.
- **Proactive**: an agent has to be able to try and fulfill his own plans or objectives.
- **Social**: an agent has to be able to communicate with other agents by means of some kind of language.
- **Autonomy**: agents have capabilities of task selection, prioritization, goal-directed behavior, decision-making without human intervention.
- **Persistence**: code is not executed on demand but runs continuously and decides for itself when it should perform some activity.
- **Cognition**: agents perform information processing and reasoning, based on their internal knowledge base, in terms of rules;
- **Communication**: agents participate in communication acts, interacting and sharing knowledge with other agents of the MAS.
Given their properties, the agent technologies seem the most appropriate choice to solve problem Bull whip effect over supply chain. This outcomes from the abilities of the operators to give arrangements in a space portrayed by the disseminated way of information, the multifaceted nature of the programming arrangement, the absence of concentrated control, the need to guarantee the freedom of the item elements, the need to impart and organize with a specific end goal to give particular administrations to people, and the need to get data and guidance proactively. Multi-agent innovation could be a most loved contrasting option to show and mimic the coordinated effort components and procedures. In this manner, the blend of store network handle definitions with an propelled foundation as far as multi-agent frameworks can possibly make conceivable a genuine vital upper hand for the whole inventory network and will empower new types of business and work. The objective is to make and assess sets of keen specialists that can agreeably bolster creation and coordination’s organize choices. Each operator in the SCM bolster demonstrate claims its learning, premiums, status data, message handlers, prepare component agents and approaches.

V. MAS-SCM SYSTEM FOR CONTROLLING BULL WHIP EFFECT USING CASE BASE REASONING (CBR)

Our proposed system, MAS-SCM (Multi-Agent System Supply Chain Management) includes four main agents that are Wrapping Agent, Finished Goods Agent, Machine handling Agent, Supply Agent, Distributor Agent, Production Agent, Warehouse Agent, Managing Agent, Finance Agent, Inventory Agent, Demand Agent, Event Management Agent, Inventory Agent Control Agent, Retailer Agent. A local database is used in each phase, and is related to the corresponding agent, a central database is used to be accessed by all the agents and provide complete information to this centralized data base information handler and provide the data according to the requirement having a backend support to the centralized data known as CBR agent. It is the key of controlling the bull whip effect in supply chain.

VI. AGENTS OPERATIONS SYSTEM WITH CBR

To control the bull whip effect the centralized system developed so that a agent can inform to all that any information get which indicate the process may be move in bull whip, to handle this information agent is working which is centralized powerhouse of information and it send a message to inventory and control agent for further action, and after getting the suitable response from these agent it pass the massage to production and supply and warehouse and finance agent. And each agent is supported by the Case Base Reasoning Agent. The operation of agents to control bull whip effect the message passes on is like:-

1. Wrapping Agent
   Verify the product value (quality and quantity) x, for (x=1, x=X) If Valid
then
   Insert product x into local database
   otherwise
   Delete product x from local database
   Send message (invalid_product) to Production agent
   Verify product value y, for (y=1, y=Y) If Valid
then
   Insert wrapping y into local database
   otherwise
   Delete package y from local database
   Send message (invalid_wrapping_alarm) to Wrapping agent
   Send message to (central database) Information Agent
   Send message (product_information, wrapping information) to FinishedGoods agent
   If Receive message (Alarm_Delay) from FinishedGoods agent
   then
   Send message (Alarm_Delay) to Wrapping agent
   Send message (Alarm_Counterfeit) from FinishedGoods agent
   then
   Send message (Alarm_Counterfeit) to Wrapping agent
   Send message (Query_for_Supply_Information) to local database
   Send message (product_information, wrapping information) to FinishedGoods agent
   2. FinishedGoods Agent
      Receive message (product_information, wrapping information) from Wrapping agent
      Send message (Query_for_Authentication) to (central database) Information Agent
      Send message (Authentication) from (central database) Information Agent
      If (true)
      then
      Insert products and wrapping into local database
      otherwise
      Delete products and wrapping from local database and CBR
      Agent
      Send message (Alarm_Counterfeit) to Wrapping agent
      Send message (ePedigree) to (central database)
      Information Agent
      Receive message (Order) from Distributor agent
      Send message (product_information, package_information, lot_information_supply_information) to Distributor agent
      If Receive message (Alarm_Delay) from Distributor agent
      then
      Send message (Alarm_Delay) to FinishedGoods agent
      Locate truck
      Contact truck
If Receive message (Alarm_Counterfeit) from Distributor agent
then
Send message (Alarm_Counterfeit) to FinishedGoods agent
Send message (Query_for_Shipping_Information) to local database

3. Distributor Agent
Receive message (product_information, package_information, lot_information, supply_information) from FinishedGoods agent
Send message (Query_for_Authentication) to (central database) Information Agent
Receive message (Authentication) from (central database) Information Agent
If (true)
then
Insert products and packages and lots into local database
otherwise
Delete products and packages and lots from local database
Send message (Alarm_Counterfeit) to FinishedGoods agent
Send message (ePedigree) to central database
Receive message (Order) from Retailer agent
Send message (product_information, package_information, shipping_information) to Retailer agent
If Receive message (Alarm_Delay) from Retailer agent
then
Send message (Alarm_Delay) to Distributor agent
Locate truck
Contact truck
If Receive message (Alarm_Counterfeit) from Retailer agent
then
Send message (Alarm_Counterfeit) to Distributor agent
Send message (Query_for_supply_Information) to local database
Like this message passing each agent will communicate each other.

VII. CONCLUSION
To configuration, fabricate and convey an item or benefit needs a system or casing work for data sharing. Agent based System having a support of CBR is another method for contemplating and applying data. With this thought an exertion is made to give a multi specialist framework display for the production network administration keeping in mind the end goal to lessen the bull whip effect. In the proposed demonstrate (bull whip effect show) every agent plays out a particular capacity of the association what's more, offer the data with data and CBR agent. There by the most imperative prerequisite of supply chain system i.e data sharing is accomplished other than controlling the request supply inconvenience in the proposed show. In the current work a piece of the model identified with control specialist is composed and it might be the primary ever such framework to lessen the bull whip effect issue in the supply chain system.
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